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Inquiries regarding the residency of expatriates purchasers and owners to residential units in integrated tourism
complexes
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1. What type of visa that could the purchaser and owner of land unit avail and what are the visa's application fees?

There are three types of visas:
First: multiple entry visas
This type is issued without sponsorship to the expatriate purchaser to plot prepared for construction or readily
constructed unit that await registration procedures at one of the integrated tourism complexes.
It is permissible to issue such visa to the purchaser's next of kin family members i.e. (spouse, children, mother or
father) as well as the legal representative for the nominal person (company) purchaser of the plot or land unit,
and maximum to two natural persons.
The multi entry visa is valid for a period not less than six months and not more than a year that is renewable for
another similar period.
This visa authorizes its holder to enter and stay in the country for a period not exceeding three weeks each
single visit.
The fees for this visa are (R.O 50) Rials Omani fifty only.
The application to avail this visa should be through the land unit purchaser personally or his attorney or the
Administration of the integrated tourism complexes.
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Second: owner's visa:This type is issued without sponsorship to the expatriate who owns a constructed unit
registered under his/her name in one of the integrated tourism complexes. It is also permissible to issue the visa
to two natural persons that legally represent the land unit owner subject that such owner is of nominal entity.
The visa should be used within a period of six months from the date of issue, with fees amounting to (R.O 50)
Rials Omani fifty only.
The expatriate issued with the owner's visa, or his legal representative, might apply to the relevant authorities to
avail owner's residency in accordance with the expatriates residency code with its respective regulations.
Third: Owner's joining visas:
Such visa is issued without local sponsorship to the expatriate's spouse owner of the land unit allotted with
owner's residency in the Sultanate, and also could be issued to the next of kin, members of the family and the
visa should be used during a period of six months from date of issue.
The fees for the visa amount to (R.O 50) Rials Omani fifty only.
It is obligating to apply through relevant authorities in order to get owner's joining residency according to the
expatriates' residency code with its respective regulations.
2. Is it possible to renew owner's residency or owner's joining residency? And what is the cost of renewal fees?

Yes, the owner's residency or owner's joining residency is renewable. The application should be submitted
directly by the expatriate owner of land unit.
The fees for renewal amount to (R.O 50) Rials Omani fifty only.
3. When would the expatriate's residency expire in the Sultanate?

The residency of expatriate owner of land unit in the integrated tourism complex would terminate should he/she
disposes of such land unit through any legal procedures resulting in ownership title transfer, and as such this
would also terminate the stay permit of accompanied spouse, children and other family members.
4. Would there be any penalty clause imposed in case of the residency not being registered or renewed or not departing by
the expiry of multi entry visa?

Yes, there are imposed fines as follows:
Rials Omani fifty only for each month against non registration of residency.
Rials Omani fifty only for each month against non renewal of residency without excuse or justification.
Rials Omani ten only for each day in case of not leaving the country upon expiry of multi entry visa.
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5. Where can visas be obtained, and where residency is registered?

The visas could be obtained and registered through the relevant department in the Royal Oman Police (General
Administration for Passports and Residency) or one of its branches.
6. Who are the representatives of nominal persons that have the right to avail multi entry visa or owner's visa?

Two persons at maximum as representatives of nominal entity would be authorized the issue of multi entry visa
or owner's visa. This is applicable to the following job titles (chairman of the board, chief executive officer,
director general and financial director).
7. What are the documents required for the issue of multi entry visa?

A letter from the promoter of integrated tourism complex verifying that the visa applicant is a purchaser to a plot
prepared for construction or a constructed unit which yet to be registered and such letter to be attested by the
Ministry of Tourism.
Copy of the applicant's passport valid for three months at least.
Two personal photographs for the visa applicant.
8. What are the required documents to get owner's visa?

The following documents should be attached with the application for visa:
Copy of title deed and survey sketch of the land unit.
A letter from the promoter of integrated tourism complex denoting that the visa applicant is owner of construction
completed land unit and such letter to be attested by the Ministry of Tourism.
Copy of the applicant's passport valid for three months at least.
Medical check certificate confirming that the applicant is free of contagious diseases (applicable to citizens of
countries subjected to such medical check).
Two personal photographs for the visa applicant.
Copy each, of commercial register documents for nominal entities, attached with a letter from the company
requesting issue of residency to personnel authorized by the company.
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9. What are the documents required for issuing owner's joining visa?

The following documents should be attached with the application for visa:
Copy of a valid stay permit to the spouse.
Copy of wedding certificate authenticated by relevant authorities.
Copy of the visa applicant's passport and two photographs.
Attested medical check certificate for the spouse, father, mother and children of 15 years and above.
(children who are issued with owner's joining residency are exempted from age provision, in accordance with the
last paragraph of article 26 of the expatriates' residency code regulations).
10. What are the required documents for family members of land unit purchaser (spouse, children, father and mother) to be
issued with multi entry visas?

The required documents to authorize the land unit purchaser's family member's multi entry visa are as follows:
Spouse: submit an application form affixed with a copy each of the spouse's visa and contraction of marriage in
addition to copies for both passports and two personal photographs.
Children: submit an application form affixed with a copy of his/her visa, a copy of passport and two personal
photographs for children, together with copies of children' passports.
Parents: submit an application form affixed with a copy of his/her visa in addition to copies of parents' passports
and two photographs for each.
11. What is the type of required medical check?

A medical check by a medical facility attested by Ministry of Health (that confirms the person being free of
contagious diseases) and this is applicable to the countries that relevant citizens should be subjected to medical
check, which are exclusively determined.
Medical checks could be done in the private hospitals provided with such facilities. (A list of these institutions'
names is attached).
12. What are the rights enjoyed by the land unit purchaser?

The purchaser of land unit enjoys all similar rights of the resident in the Sultanate, thus has the right to get a
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housemaid, get medical care in private hospital, variable insurance services, opening bank accounts, buy
vehicles and boats etc, and that will be in adherence to the provisions and rules valid in the Sultanate as might
be stipulated by relevant authorities.
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